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Here’s the thing, Trump & his lawyers aren’t really trying to overturn the results of

the election. They know that they don’t have a path to victory. These lawsuits were

all supposed to fail, all of the fillings were intentionally sloppy and unsustainable,

the “proof” is garbage

Guilani’s entire shtick, along with Powell’s utterly fabricated explanations are only meant to distract. The only people

convinced by their so called evidence are Trump cultists who want to be fooled. They’re so ignorant that they have no idea

just how ignorant they actually are.

The court cases have all failed because they were meant to fail. Because Trump’s people all know their evidence was

fabricated and all the witnesses far from credible. Given the sheer level of incompetence Trump’s legal team has shown so

far, their failures are intentional.

So, instead of trying to actually overturn the results of the general election, what are these people up to? The answer is

two-fold: One. The attempts, rhetoric and ultimate failures are meant to shed doubt on the overall electoral process and to

cast doubt on the legitimacy...

Of a Biden/Harris presidential term. Trump and his lawyers have used racially charged accusations to discredit the

legitimacy of Black voters. Given that Trump earned votes in the same process that they’re trying to discredit, it’s systematic

racism, hypocrisy and cynicism...

At work. There is no there there. Part Two addresses Trump endgame, which is clearly meant to grift donations from his own

rabid, triggered and gullible cult of followers. It’s all about the money, very little of which is going to fund his challenge of the

election.

The vast bulk of donations is going into his pockets for the post term. There’s literally no restrictions on what he can do with

that money. It’s not as if they’re campaign donations. His days of campaigning to get elected are over.

Given that he’s up to his eyeballs in debt, with no prospect of expanding or even maintaining what dwindling disposable he

has, it’s what he’s left to do to finance his inevitable post-term legal problems. The NYAG intends on becoming Ex-President

Trump’s worst nightmare.
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With that, plus his sexual assault lawsuit, all for which he’ll be vulnerable to next month’s, he has a serious need for quick

cash. This fraud Trump is perpetuating seeks to fulfill that need. As a grifter’s grifter, he’s doing what he knows best:

Financing his own lifestyle at the expense of others. It’s cynicism personified. Trump will be out of office soon and in his

post-term life, he’s going to need money and a steady supply of gullible suckers who are willing to give him that money. This

is all an elaborate scam...

On Trump’s part. And it’s also rendering sizable damage on our national body politic. Both Democratic and Republican state

and local election officials, along with other officials have worked hard to make sure our 2020 election was both safe and

secure.

And unlike Trump and his lawyers’ specious and less than credible claims, these hard working and dedicated men and

women all over the country have come through and earned our respect for their work to protect our democratic process.

Trump and his lawyers are...

Shamefully smearing these workers and eligible voters and their votes. It’s a campaign to undermine our next president, the

process and our democratic institutions, all so Trump can enrich himself and retain a cult followership. It’s utterly shameless.

But in spite of that, between state and local leaders certifying a free, fair and secure vote and Guiliani, only one has the

receipts, and it ain’t Rudy. Lastly, the election is both over and decided. All is left but the final paperwork.

And no amount of implausible wishful thinking by Trump’s cult, triggered by his outrageous rhetoric, will change the fact that

Joe and Kamala’s victory exists in the real world. No one has any obligation to validate or refute Trump’s lies and his cult’s

delusions.

Have a happy Thursday, y’all
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